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Interview: Argentine Officer

Croatia fights for
wes tern civilization
The following interview was granted to EIR in December
1991 by an Argentine Army officer, speaking from the city
of Split in Croatia. This officer, a member of the Army's
parachute commando group, is well known in Argentina for
his professional capabilities, andfought in the four military
actions carried out between 1987 and 1990 in defense of the
dignity of the Armed Forces . He is accompanied in Croatia
by a larger group of Argentines.

EIR: What is a group of Argentines doing in Croatia?
Officer: Well , this goes back a ways. After the Malvinas
War in 1982, many of us realized that the enemy of western
civilization was not merely communism as such, but that
crude capitalist liberalism that has been adopted worldwide
in the form of international usury was what was manipulating
international politics behind the scenes.
Thus we realized that we were being subjected to a policy
of domination in which there was neither respect for a nation's
cultural sovereignty nor any possibility of development from
the Christian standpoint. That is, man has to have hope , has
to have some expectation that he can develop . If one is limited
to a subordinate role and is told that there will be no possibility
of developing , this is a cause for tremendous frustration.
So we realized that there was a supranational government, dedicated solely to the pillaging of nations . In the case
of Latin America, it is trying to strip it of its Catholic heritage
and its Hispanic tradition. There are many things for which
people will fight-for their cultural roots , for their own identities, not just for food or a piece of land. In Latin America,
the plan is to try to change the peoples' cultural identity, not
to take the culture and develop it to the benefit of the nation,
but to radically change it, stripping it of all good. We could
say that this is dictatorial, since no one can impose a culture
on another people. So, how is this related to the European
question, and what does all this have to do with Croatia?
Croatia is a nation with ai, 700-year tradition of Catholic
culture. It has served as a dike against Islam; they are a people
who have suffered a great deal and who therefore have deep
cultural and historical roots. Croatia has the same religion as
Hispano-America, and for the 45 years following World War
II-under the pretext that it had allied with the Germans-it
has been subjected to a policy of forced denial of its culture.
That policy of cultural destruction can be seen everywhere. It can be seen in the destruction of the medieval
castles, of the churches, of the Roman cultural heritage.
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Dalmatia, for example, has rna y vestiges of Roman culture.
Concretely, there is the Palace of Dioc1etian in Split; there
are many signs of what weste+ Christian civilization is all
about, but in the best sense, not deformed.
Yugoslavia is a nation crea~ed on the basis of an imperial
policy of status quo which wa~ developed by Great Britain
in Europe. People with differedt backgrounds, different cultural roots , and who wanted to live as separate nations, were
united by force. Don't forgetthat in the Yalta accord between
Stalin and Churchill, the Balkkns were split 50/50. Where
the Soviet Union was, there i now a vacuum, and Great
Britain moved into that vacuum-obviously backed by the
Bush administration. So, this nation wants to assume its
1,700-year-old historic identit .. ..
By virtue of being Catholic j and of having certain principles, [Croatia] is not allowed Its independence, and efforts
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This appeal was issued by sif,0rthodoX intellectuals living
in France. It was published November 1991 in Le Monde , and in the January 199 Catholic World Report, English-language edition. ShOitened, the appeal read, ..

The Serbian state, using w at is left of the Yugoslavian
Army , is waging war agai st Croatia. It would like, it
says, to "defend" the Serbiah minority living in that country. It is possible, in fact, t~at after many Croatian cities
and villages have been destrfyed, this minority will really
be in need of protection. HOl ever, we must recognize that
before the battle was joined and before the psychological
campaign which preceded ·t, the Croatian government
had no intention Whatsoevter of committing "genocide":
The Serbs and Croats were ighbors living in peace ....
Today, everything has c anged. In the conditions created by the war, maniacs ho in the past had limited
themselves to verbal insultslr the writing of slogans, have
begun to kill. The longer th conflict lasts, the more they
will be joined by ordinary :rople, driven by the massive
destruction to believing "at the fatherland must be
cleansed of its "eternal en~y."
The Serb leaders beg . by provoking "spontaneous
disorders" in Vojvodina an! Montenegro. This enabled
them to install their supportfrs in power. They then tried
the same tactic in Croatia.
the Croats did not want to
demonstrate against their g9vernment, the Serbs of Knin,
again "spontaneously," surrounded the local police headquarters. At the same time, and just as "spontaneously,"
Serb journalists, writers ard historians, who until then
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are being made to destroy it by brute force. This, despite the
fact that there is a democratically elected government; despite
the fact that there has been a referendum in which the people
have voted for independence, and despite the fact that there
have been indications of an agreement, including even trying
to form part of a confederation.
I think the battle on the international level is the same,
because it is the fight of nations which seek to preserve their
cultural identities, to develop their cultural identities, to live
in peace with development, and the supranational government seeks only to maintain its policy of usury, of population
control, when what must be done is to invest in technological
development to try to--as God said to Adam and Eve-be
fruitful and mUltiply. It may seem fantastic, but it is perhaps
the destiny of man to conquer the universe , to extend himself,
colonize the galaxy. Culture that seeks to encourage develop-

had hardly cared about the matter, flooded the press with
articles denouncing the genocide committed by the Ustashis during the Second World War. They thus reawakened passions more than half a century old. . . .
In the spring, in Belgrade, the people demonstrated
against the communist regime, conveniently renamed "socialist. " The government replied by sending in tanks ... .
Military incidents multiplied in the Serbian regions of
Croatia. The Serbs forgot why they had demonstrated.
They gathered to "defend the interests of the nation," the
war started, and the "socialist" regime remained in power
despite the upheaval which was sweeping across eastern
Europe.
But what were the real Serbian interests in Croatia?
During the last years before this war, the Croats felt frustrated because they were living in a unified state, centralized under the Serbian crown. . . .
Why are we writing all this, holy and venerable Fathers? Because the Church you are guiding seeems to be
contributing, undoubtedly unconsciously , to incitements
to hate .... Certain Church leaders have more and more
often written and preached about the past sufferings of the
Serbs, about the crimes of the Ustashis, about the ditches
and caves where the bodies of innocent victims were
thrown . These subjects have become the constant focus
of the religious press .
Among the victims of the Ustashis, there were real
martyrs, since their captors often singled out the Orthodox, asking them derisively, before they were shot, if they
wished to be rebaptized, and requiring them to wear an
armband bearing, not the letter "S" for Serb, but "P" for
Pravoslav, that is, Orthodox. It is thus understandable and
praiseworthy that the Church honor those who confessed
their faith to the point of death. Such a glorification ought
not to coincide with an appeal, implicit or explicit, to
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ment is traditional Christian culture, so obviously they must
try to cut it down, kill its roots, somehow destroy it, as is
occurring here in Croatia; as is occu ing in Hispano-America
in a different way .
EIR: The Western press has written a lot about the bombing
of churches, schools, religious centJlrs, etc. Can you give us
some details on this?
Officer: I'll tell you what I've see . The battle plan of the
Serbs-who are largely atheists, dOlhinated by a communist
culture and education-their plan isl to eliminate every vestige of Croatian culture so that afterwards, when there is a
plebiscite held by the United Natio s, they can say, "This
territory is Serbian." The project is that of Greater Serbia,
and it is backed by Great Britain , which is also Argentina's
enemy, regardless of whatever treattes have been signed. It

hatred against the distant descend ts of the men who
put them to death. If honoring th se martyrs inflames
passions, it would be better without a doubt to wait for a
more opportune moment.
Today . . . the army attacks th Croatians, who are
much less well equipped. The victi
are above all the
Croatian towns and villages. It is not a uestion of forgetting
the Serbs of Croatia, but we must chan e what appears fated,
we must break the circle of violence, f hate, of death. . . .
The Serb people are at an impass~. Despite the official
propaganda, everyone k.nows well . ho is the aggressor,
who the defender, who shot first. T e Serbian Orthodox
Church must not make herself the accomplice, even un- ,
consciously, of a "national commun'~t" war machine. To
save the future, this senseless war must be stopped as
quickly as possible.
It is at this moment that your wo d as pastors is indispensable. You must ask for the corpbat to stop, for the
essential thing is that the guns be silenced.
In the past, when the people werelattacked, when their
very existence was threatened, the Church blessed the
defenders of the fatherland and con .dered war a "lesser
evil." Today the people have been ca ght up in an aggression whose likely result even contr icts its stated aims
(we are thinking of the fate of the S bs of Croatia). The
Church must confront the people and emand that they no
longer do evil.
We ask your pardon if we have w .tten with what may
appear a certain rudeness. Love dem ds, not complacency, but truth. And it is love for the ~erbian Church and
people which has moved us to wrifu to you. With our
respect and our hope.
Signed, Olivier Clement, Nico s Lossky, Tatiana
Goritcheva, Elisabetta Behr-Sigel, avle Rak, Milovan
Danojlic.
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is an historic enemy, because it has been an historic enemy
of Catholic Spain.
There is a town-people have lived in that town for 90
years, that is the average age of the elderly in that town,
towns which date back to 400 B.C.-where the churches
are relics. [The Serbians] began indiscriminate artillery and
mortar fire; the target of the artillery is the church, because
that is what is marked on the maps. They fire on all the
historic monuments and force the people of the town to leave.
But the elderly don't want to leave; they stay. So then the
tanks arrive with the Chetniks, and a massacre of the civilian
population begins.
It is not uncommon to see dozens of corpses of elderly,
their throats slashed as a warning to neighboring towns of
what is going to happen to them. This is not a military battle
plan, but a political one, a terrorist plan which is nearly
Satanic. It is really a policy that the international community
is backing, by shutting their eyes. That is not to say that in a
war, there are no excesses on both sides, because there are
excesses, but often they are committed as a reaction. But in
this case this is a deliberate policy, which is to eliminate
every vestige of Croatian culture from the area.
During 45 years of communist government in this country, those towns which are Croatian-for example, here there
is a Roman city near Split where there is a Roman circus
comparable to that in Rome-have not been maintained,
because the communists are not interested in maintaining any
cultural traces of that kind.
EIR: How is the morale of the Croatian people?
Officer: It is very high. There are no divisions of political
parties here with regard to the question of independence.
Here everyone is very clear that Croatian independence is
something that cannot be turned back, that this is the historic
moment for winning that independence. Perhaps it would be
difficult to explain to the American public, but here they
are confronting tanks virtually with their bare hands. The
imbalance of military power is terrible, and yet with it all,
the enemy is suffering major losses. And that is because of the
great national will that exists and that, beyond the rhetoric,
everyone is Catholic and that is one of the first things they
ask you. Everyone here has their rosary around their neck,
with their cross, and that's the kind of war being fought.
EIR: Is there anything else you would like to say?
Officer: Here-but not only here-the problem is that in
several parts of the world, they are trying to erase the cultural
identities of certain peoples. Today it is Croatia, and after
them will come others, whether by force-those people who
try to resist will be eliminated by force-or by the policy
of consumption, cultural infiltration, as is happening in my
country and as is happening in many other countries such as
Colombia, or Venezuela where there is an attempt to copy
the United States, although that is not their cultural roots.
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EI Salvador: 'peace'

accord ensures war
by Cynthia R. Rush
With the official signing of the EI Salvador Peace accord
at Mexico City'S Chapultepec Castle on Jan. 16, the Bush
administration and its hangers-on among lbero-American
heads of state are moving quickly to apply the "model" to the
rest of Central America. The lI-ccord has nothing to do with
peace.
It does have to do with George Bush's agenda for the new
world order, as it is applied tolCentral America: destruction
of the armed forces, the instiMion which together with the
Catholic Church is seen as an o~stacle to the Anglo-American
establishment's malthusian gepocide; harsher imposition of
the International Monetary Fund's (IMF) austerity conditionalities; and handing power over to the region's Cuban-linked
narco-terrorists, such as the IFarabundo Marti Liberation
Front (FMLN). Under this prescription, only chaos and continued warfare lie ahead for Central America.
As former U.S. ambassador to EI Salvador Robert White
explained in a commentary in ithe Jan. 16 Washington Post,
to ensure that the agreement lis enforced, "power is to be
shared with the United NatioJlls." National sovereignty has
been signed away. Thousands of U.N. and other foreign
observers have already started: descending on EI Salvador to
"monitor the peace process." I

Allied governments wiU be abandoned
The Bush administration has made no effort to hide the
fact that the agreement is with the FMLN, that it is actually
a regional package which als~ includes a deal with Cuban
dictator Fidel Castro, and thatithe Cristiani government will
ultimately be left high and dry-just like the other governments of the region which have obeyed U.S. dictates. U.S.
Secretary of State J ames Bake~ may have called EI Salvador's
President "the hero of the ~ace accords" in his Jan. 17
speech before that country's ~ational Assembly, but it was
the FMLN leadership that w~ the object of the U.S. State
Department's most lavish pqrise and concern. In thanks,
FMLN leader Shafik Handal !gushed in Mexico City, "We
wish to extend our hand to the government of the United
States, to seek a new relationship based on dignity and cooperation."
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